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The Foods of First Nations Kitchen
BY TONY HUNT - FNK TEAM
A few months ago the FNK team determined that it would be
useful to have a resource on hand to give to new cooks, perhaps
even new volunteers, that would help explain the origins and
vision behind First Nations Kitchen. The idea was that it would be
far more meaningful to give a full picture than a rude list of “items
you can’t cook with” to guide them as they crafted hot meals to
give away to community members.
I took it upon myself to interview several cooks, both past and
present, in an effort to understand First Nations Kitchen more
fully. Most conversations meandered about as the cooks told their
stories of how they first encountered FNK, what they understand
its mission to be, and what has been most significant for them in
their time here. There were a few themes that showed up across
the board.

Hau Koda!
Boozhoo!
Hau Kola!
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It may seem too obvious but the most common refrain was how
important the community is. Cooks love working with a team of
others to create healthy, satisfying meals to share with guests.
They enjoy the creativity that comes from working with the
ingredients that are on hand. Sometimes playful debate arises
about how to use this or that vegetable, yet the ability of the
team to integrate an assortment of foods into a whole meal is an
example to other community members of how they can likewise
try new things with what they have on hand. Many cooks talked
about forming long, meaningful friendships with the people they
worked with on a regular basis. Others remarked on how they
were fulfilled by having the opportunity to teach volunteers new
cooking skills. They felt they were able to pass down their
knowledge to others. Almost nobody had only spent time in the
kitchen. Most had volunteered for other shifts and had been able
to experience community with the people to whom they served
the food, as well as volunteers for the later shifts. This relational
aspect of FNK is often missing in other food kitchens, where staff
and community are separated by sneeze guards and stainless
steel. It is of central importance to them that the food they
create nurtures real fellowship. FNK has lost a bit of this in the
wake of the pandemic. This loss is keenly felt by all. Yet in spite
of the difficulties, we manage to find the same sparks of love in
this hard time.

Word of the
Issue
SOUP or STEW
L/Dakota: Wahanpi
Ojibwe: Naboob

And speaking of community, it became apparent quickly how
important the Episcopal Church in Minnesota has been in making
FNK happen. Obviously, and blessedly, the volunteer base and
partnerships of FNK extend well beyond the walls of the church,
but many cooks spoke of first hearing about FNK from their
priest, or from a parish newsletter, or from a personal
relationship with the Rev. Two Bulls. This wide web of support
has helped to make FNK possible. It is in many ways a labor of
love of this entire region. As FNK discerns and moves toward the
opening of new sister locations in the state, this web of
relationships will only become more important as we find new
opportunities to share the hospitality of indigenous peoples.
Such hospitality is what fuels FNK.
(continued on Page 03)

Pictured to the right is Rev. Robert Two Bulls preparing roasted nanticoke squash.
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The Rev. Robert Two Bulls recounts how "Growing up going to
gatherings and celebrations everyone got fed and was able to
take home food or leftovers with them. This stems from the
Lakota practice that everyone gets fed which I have seen
practiced in other Indigenous traditions as well." So giving away
fresh meals along with produce every Sunday is important as a
way of living into FNK’s indigenous heritage.
As we gather for circle time at the beginning of every shift, we
make sure to acknowledge that FNK is on Dakota land. The
complex and awful history of how Native people have been
disenfranchised and dispossessed is part of the unique work and
vocation of FNK. What we offer is hospitality that has been for so
long denied. The spirit of indigenous identity is what truly
underlies the kind of food FNK tries to serve. The food is healthy,
organic, and native to the fullest extent possible. This kind of
food stands in contrast to imported, European ingredients that
have had such long-term deleterious effects on the Native
community. We are sensitive about large amounts of salt, flour,
and dairy which were pushed by the government, steering the
diet of indigenous people away from many of the traditional
foodways. And so it’s not just in the food that we cook, but in the
fresh foods that we give away, that the FNK community
demonstrates its vision. A vision of sharing that flows from the
free gift of Christ in the Eucharist. The power of Jesus’ offering
for our sake suffuses the work that we do at FNK. We give
because he first gave. The love of God flows from the altar
upstairs to the tables of the undercroft.

Thanks To Our
Supporters!
If you would like to
donate to FNK you
can use our Give MN
link below. Thank you
all! We are so
grateful for your
support and love.

Pictured on the top right of the page Chef Steve.
Pictured directly above Chef Austin. Both are preparing Sunday meals.
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https://www.givemn.o
rg/organization/AllSaints-IndianMission-1
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Summer Solstice Virtual Community
Pow Wow Announcement
BY FIRST NATIONS KITCHEN TEAM
In partnership with CTEP Americorps (Community Technology
Empowerment Project) and the Hook & Ladder, First Nations
Kitchen will be holding its first Virtual Community Pow Wow.
This will be a multi-platformed event held virtually, with a live
Emcee and performers at the Hook & Ladder. One of our team
members the Rev. Barb Fairbanks had this to say…

Join Us
For A
Celebration!

June

“The Virtual Pow Wow will be an awesome event connecting
the community to a welcoming social celebration that
represents traditional Native American culture, customs, and
values. It's been a long year, due to the pandemic, without
any Pow Wows in Indian country and they have certainly
been missed. Many people believe that Native American Pow
Wows help keep us connected to our ancestors who are no
longer with us and keep the traditional ways alive. The drum
represents the heartbeat of the culture and is to be treated
with the utmost respect. This Pow Wow will be a welcoming
event to many in the community!”
As FNK continues to prepare for this event we are ruminating
on the intense feeling of isolation that the pandemic has
instilled in us and are planning ways to decrease that deeply
rooted feeling with a wonderful celebration. This Community
Virtual Pow Wow will be held on Thursday, June 24th, from 6-8
PM both virtually and live. This will be a free event. Keep an eye
on our social media accounts and look for emails from us for
more information.

24th
6-8PM
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Farewell Tony
BY FIRST NATIONS KITCHEN TEAM
As we gear up for the beginning of Summer we inch closer to
the end of Tony Hunt’s time with us. Tony has been a Clinical
Pastoral Intern with us at All Saints Indian Mission & First
Nations Kitchen since the Fall. He has provided invaluable
assistance to us with his background in the food/restaurant
industry, has helped us with Covid-19 safety planning, and has
become an integral part of the team. Tony has also hosted
dynamic Bible studies with the All Saints Congregation. He
holds a presence of compassion and strives to give 110% to us
and we are so grateful to have had this time with him on our
team. In a small church/organization like All Saints/First Nations
Kitchen, the gaining of a team member, even a temporary one, is
met with much excitement and appreciation, and the loss of that
team member is felt deeply. We see this not as an ending but as
a new beginning that all of us at FNK got to witness. We feel
blessed to have had Tony with us these past 6 months, and we
wish him the very best as he continues to finish his education
and travel down the new and exciting paths that life will offer
next. Thank you, Tony, you will be missed.

FNK Spring
Forward MN!
Thank you to all who
have already donated
for the State-wide
Spring Forward giving
event. The event lasts
from May 1st-11th,
2021. Make sure to
check out our
GiveMN Page below
as well as any other
participating
organizations!
https://www.givemn.o
rg/organization/AllSaints-IndianMission-1

Tony H. Postulant in Clinical Pastoral Education and All Saints / FNK intern.
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Resource of the
Issue
Below is a link for
the HC Public
Library. May is
A m e r i c a n In d i a n
Month in Minnesota.
This provides
information, events
and resources
surrounding this
event.
https://www.hclib.org
/about/news/2021/ma
y/american-indianmonth

What We're Doing Now!
How Can YOU Help?
BY FIRST NATIONS KITCHEN TEAM
FNK is continuing to provide a Produce and To-Go Meal
Giveaway outside All Saints Indian Mission/FNK every Sunday.
We are going to hold steady with our outdoor service for now,
as our team discerns the next steps. We are keeping up on all
updates to State and CDC regulations.
We can always use more volunteers (see "Contact Us" on the
left). We are also glad to discuss additional ways to be involved
with FNK. Please contact us for a supply wish list. Follow us on
social media for updates and events.
Stay tuned in on our social media for news about FNK's virtual
Pow Wow, coming in June!

Contact Us:

FirstNationsKitchen.org

Communications
@firstnationskitchen.org

From left to right: Em, Reed, Tor, Frances, and Nan at the giveaway shift.

@FirstNationsKitchen
See the following page for our Sunday Giveaway Guide.
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SUNDAY GIVEAWAY
EFFECTIVE WAYS
O F GUIDE
STUDYING
BEFORE EXAMS
COVID PREPARATIONS
PRODUCE PREP
Prep shift starts 12 pm Sunday
3-4 Volunteers receive produce
donations and sort them
Volunteers bag an array of
products to be given away
Volunteers package to-go meals
Shift ends 2:30 pm

All volunteers must wear
masks and gloves
Wash hands and
change/sanitize gloves
regularly
Sanitize surfaces regularly

PRODUCE GIVEAWAY
GIVEAWAY JOBS
Volunteers:
Table Host
Bag Runner
Custodial and Safety Host
Corner Greeter/Sign Holder
Security hosts maintain social
distancing between guests
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Giveaway shift starts at 3:30 pm
3-4 Volunteers set up tables
outside on 31st St.
Produce handed out 4 - 5 pm
Full clean up and sanitizing
Shift ends at 5:30 pm

6ft

2m
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